
Chapter 6 
6. Applications and Results of the developed solution 

6.1. Applications of the proposed solution 

!he proposed robot solution can be applicable in various practical situations to help 

humans in the means of reduce their work, protect them from insecure environments, 

increase productivity and research perspective. Although wheeled type robots are 

perform well in smooth environments, they are not effective on uneven or rough 

surfaces. One of the best alternative for wheeled type robots are legged type robots. 

But legged type robot is also having some limitations where rope climbing robots can 

operate on such scenarios much effectively. Practical applications of the proposed 

robot design discusses below. 

6.1.1. Rescue operations 

The proposed robot implementation can be effectively used in rescue operations while 

reduce the underline risk on the rescue ot11cer. Robot could be able to climb using 

ropes or any media already exist in the environment that can be used to climb. 

Primarily this robot has designed to work with various types and sizes of ropes. This 

feature enables us to use various media that is already available in the environment for 

robot operation. Due to this reason this robot can be easily used in various practical 

situations. For example, if the rescue officer wants to go into fire effected building. 

but he is incapable of fixing their ladders. But if the building is already having some 

rope like media such as bundle of electricity cables or some pipe lines that the robot 

might be able to use them as a rope to climb and enter into the building. This method 

might have associated risk but still the operator can take the risk since human operator 

1s 111 secure. 

6.1.2. Work in hazardous environments 

As discussed in previous section this robot is ideal for use in insecure environments. 

1\ ot only for rescue operations but also the robot can be used to reach insecure 

environments and perform various activities such as take photographs, video out the 
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scenario ... etc. Volcano, toxic gas affected buildings, nuclear plants ... etc can be 

covered by the robot. 

6.1.3. Research activities 

The similar robot designs are heavily used in various research activities in diiTcrent 

geographical locations. Research perform in insecure locations, locations that difficult 

to reach can be covered by the robot and perform specific research activities. Also this 

kind or robot can be used to discover new locations and do research on them. It might 

be a huge risk to assign human than use similar robot at initial stages. Later if the 

location is secured human researches can go in to those locations. 

6.1.4. Field operations 

!'he proposed robot can be used to perform various field operations that can not be 

performed by wheeled vehicles. Various machinery works on rocks or mountains are 

much easier with rope climbing robots. Since the developed robot is four legged 

robot, its operations much smooth and it is capable of handling heavy operations. 

\Vheeled type rope climbing robots might not be able used in some areas due to their 

restrictions. 

6.1.5. Search operations 

Various search operations can be carried out easily and effectively by usmg rope 

climbing robots than wheeled robots and some of the leg robots. The robot can be 

used in disaster situations, unsafe buildings and nuclear chemical effected areas for 

clearing and search operations. 

6.1.6. Military operations 

Different types of robots are heavily used in military operations around the world. 

Rope climbing robots can be used in military operations such as spying, search 

operations. area clearing and rescue operations ... etc. 
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6.2. Results and Analysis 

Based on the Robot model calculations. it was proofed that each robot leg can be 

controlled by a single actuator and each gripper needs another. For steady and 

smooth operation robot is fabricated with four legs and four grippers. Any given time 

frame minimum three legs are planned to contact with the rope and grippers of those 

legs should attach with the rope. This mechanism will improve the steady movement 

of the robot carrying with weight on it. Kinematics analysis concludes that 

relationship between Cartesian velocities and joint velocities depend on S;1 That 

mean by controlling only angle f3. we can control the robot leg. Dynamic analysis is 

based on the Ncvvton-Euler method with Luh- Walker-Paul's algorithm (Recur vise 

Newton-Euler). Torque profiles of each leg depend on B, BJJ, /3. f3 angles. 

Simulation model of the robot is developed using SimMechanics and Simulink 

toolboxes of MATLAB software application. Phase plots of the simulation show the 

stability of the total energy conservation of the robot leg. By comparing simulation 

results for two links robot legs configuration and three links robot leg configuration 

with free link, we can conclude that three links robot leg can perform its operation as 

same as two links robot leg. But three links robot leg with free link help to reduce 

number of actuators required to E1bricate the entire robot. further it facilitate to cost 

cllcctivc robot implementation. Finally 3D robot simulation is done using VRML 

robot model and VR Toolbox ofMatlab application package. 

The robot control system is based on the PIC 16F8XX micro-controllers. Each leg is 

controlled by a dedicated motor and another is used to control a gripper of the leg. 

These two motors are controlled by a single controller board. The motor controller 

board is capable of controlling individual leg and its gripper. Control unit is used to 

synchronize four controller boards and perform entire robot forward and backward 

movements. Individual sensor signals from leg sensors are used as feedback signals to 

the control unit ofthe robot. 
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